Errata to *Hurling a Shower of Great Stones: The History of Slings in Europe* (Issue #146)


References & Bibliography: The author “Scott-Kilvert” is incorrectly referred to as: ”Kilvert.”
The correct author is: “Plutarch.” Scott-Kilvert was the translator.

Furthermore, the first publication date of said work is incorrectly stated as: “390 BC.” The publication date should read: “390 AD.” However, there is conflicting evidence that the works may have been published as late as: 420 AD.

3. Page: 36. Clarifications & Corrections: The Battle of Najera (1367) was fought between Edward, Prince of Wales, sometimes also referred to as: “Edward, the Black Prince,” allied with Peter of Castile, also referred to as “Peter the Cruel” against Henry of Trastamara, the half brother of Peter of Castile.

4. Correction: Henry de Percy only became the Earl of Northumberland in 1377 and could have therefore not commanded the English Army as the Earl of Northumberland in the Battle of Najera in 1367. The English Army was commanded by: John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster.


6. Page: 37. Correction: The “Froissart Chronicles” are from the 14th century and not the 13th century as stated. The same applies to the Spanish fighting to which the Chronicles refer.